
B-17 “Nine O Nine”  91st BG, 323rd BS

Olive Drab top  FS 34087

Gray bottom FS 36473

Red wingtips, *Vertical and *Horizontal stabilizers FS 31136 

Control surfaces are normal Olive & Gray

B-17 “LITTLE PATCHES”  91st BG, 401st BS

Olive Drab top  FS 34087

Gray bottom FS 36473

Red wingtips, *Vertical and *Horizontal stabilizers FS 31136

Control surfaces are normal Olive & Gray

B-17 “Little Miss Mischief” 91st BG, 8th AF 

*All aircraft have National insignia decal #’s 48-0026 & 72-0026

Both sides of the fuselage & on upper port (left) and lower starboard (right) wings.

Microscale Decals
B-17 Flying Fortress

AC48-0045
AC72-0045

Note the area of Red color on vertical

Stabilizer where it ends in front, 

bottom & rear.

During the mission of 15th October 1944, Little Miss Mischief was seriously 

damaged by flak on approach to the target, tearing open a large hole in the left 

waist and almost cutting the aircraft in two. Following return to Bassingbourn 

the relatively undamaged front of the aircraft was joined with the rear portion 

of "Wallaroo Mark II" (42-31405, a B-17G of 303BG), which had crash landed on a 

non-combat flight on 7th August and been declared salvage. Parts of 13 other 

aircraft were also used in the repair.

The resulting aircraft was unusual in that

whilst Little Miss Mischief was natural

metal finish, Wallaroo Mark II was

painted olive drab, resulting in

an aircraft with a silver front

and olive drab rear.
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In addition note the area of Red color on the horizontal Stabilizer.

The control surfaces are Olive Drab on top and gray on bottom just as the colors specifies.

Note: Paint flat black walkway lines on top of wings.

Note: Paint flat black walkway lines on top of wings.

Note: Paint flat black walkway lines on top of wings.

In addition note the area of Red color on the horizontal Stabilizer.

The control surfaces are Olive Drab on top and gray on bottom just as the colors specifies.

Note: this area of the top of the top starboard wing

is to be painted Olive. 
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